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Consultants and practitioners working with change can
feel at a loss as to how to help their clients move
forward. Organisations get stuck in routine ways even
when they have innovations in mind. Consultants get
stuck in familiar interventions which no longer prove
stimulating or effective. Such challenges to practice can
preoccupy and reinforce these stuck positions. Drawing
on the authors' experiences of working with the
professional development of consultants and changeagents over many years, this book provides an assetbased approach to consulting, where the resources to
work at this 'stuckness' come from the way that we think
about and use ourselves: our Identity and our Presence.
The authors propose that developing capacities to
recognise and analyse who we bring into our consulting,
and how we bring ourselves is central to resource-ful
practice. Without a skill-ful integration of these
resources, the potential for change can be compromised.
In handbook format, the book is structured in seven
sections: Potential Space, Identity, Presence, Role
Space, Practice, Change, and Future Developments.
Project Management for Engineers, as the title suggests,
is a direct attempt at addressing the ever-increasing and
specific needs for better project management of
engineering students, practicing engineers and
managers in the industry. It aims not only to present the
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principles and techniques of Project Management, but
also to discuss project management standards,
processes and requirements, such as PMBOK, IEEE and
PRINCE. Each chapter begins with the basics of the
theme being developed at a level understandable to an
undergraduate, before more complex topics are
introduced at the end of each section that are suitable for
graduate students. For the practicing professionals or
managers in the industry, the book also provides many
real illustrations of practical application of the principles
of Project Management. Through a realistic blend of
theory and practical examples, as well as an integration
of the engineering technical issues with business issues,
this book seeks to remove the veil of mystery that has
shrouded the profession from its very beginning.
Co-authored by Sean Warren and Stephen Bigger,
Living Contradiction: A Teacher's Examination of
Tension and Disruption in Schools, in Classrooms and in
Self charts Warren's journey as an experienced and
successful teacher who lost himself in his rigid
commitment to upholding standards, and documents his
research to find a better way. Values are in vogue in
education: they are stated in school policies across the
land. They are a list of what the school wants people to
think about them and their educational aims that they are
caring, effective, and ethical in rooting pedagogy and all
educational processes in positive relationships between
teachers and pupils. Amidst the reality of classroom life,
however, the very best of intentions can be compromised
as the insidious influences of power, pressure, and
responsibility come to bear. In this candid account,
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presented in the form of a dual narrative, Warren
describes how he adopted a persona infused with control
and intolerance as his authoritarian approach to
suppressing conflict in the secondary school classroom
became increasingly incongruent with his personal
values and aspirations as an educator. Then, through
undertaking his action research project and engaging in
a process of reconceptualisation under co-author
Bigger's mentorship,Warren began to explore how he
could redefine his classroom leadership and authenticate
his teaching practice without compromising standards or
authority. Living Contradiction investigates the efficacy of
Warren's modified approach and tells the story of how he
overcame the incessant demands of tension and
disruption by becoming 'confident in uncertainty'.
Grappling with both the philosophical and the pragmatic,
the authors offer two distinct perspectives in their
commentary on Warren's journey supporting their
interspersed critical reflections with thought-provoking
insights into the methodology and outcomes of Warren's
research project. The book is split into five parts and is
punctuated throughout with expert surveying of a wide
range of related research that challenges the status quo
on the effectiveness of punishment and authoritarianism
as approaches to behaviour management. Furthermore,
in exploring how schooling should be as much about
developing motivated citizens as encouraging
qualifications, Living Contradiction goes in search of
answers to the question that all educationalists must ask:
'What do we want our education system to do for our
children?' Suitable for teachers, NQTs, and policy
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makers, Living Contradiction is a resonatory selfexamination of teacher identity and a significant
contribution to the debate about how schools and
classrooms are run.
Using a biopsychosocial perspective, this book
demonstrates that there are many ways of knowing,
many methods of inquiry, and several perspectives that
can guide one's understanding of human behavior. The
conceptual frameworks upon which this book is based
are resilience and meaning-making. Themes throughout
are capacity, context and constitution. Pedagogical
devices to aid the student include chapter overviews,
case studies, and end of chapter questions.
'TQM: Text with Cases' is clearly written in a logical
manner and points are supported by real life case
studies. Professor Oakland demonstrates how a Total
Quality Management strategy can be applied in all
business activities to achieve world-class performance.
This third edition features several major changes
including new material on process modelling and
management, quality management systems, people
development, performance measurement, the Business
Excellence Model, self-assessment, benchmarking, and
the implementation of TQM. Case studies reflecting the
latest developments in the area from leading exponents
of TQM and Business Excellence have been included.
These focus on organizations which have fully integrated
the TQ approach into their business operations and
delivered real benefits.
This book draws links between early innovative thinkers
and the ideas and philosophy of coaching, all to enhance
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coaching practice in action.
Where collaboration is needed and silo working creates
barriers to achieving this, the cost to organisations can
be very high: a lack of shared learning and innovation;
unproductive conflict and stress; and significant financial
costs due to programme failures. Collaborating for
Results focuses on the human reasons for unproductive
silo working in organisations, combining psychology with
broader organisation development theory and practice.
The central theme is that a visible agenda for building
and maintaining working relationships across
organisations is required by those seeking competitive
advantage. It describes the contours of working
relationships at three levels - individual, team and
organisation - and proposes practical actions en route to
collaboration and high performance. In doing so it
acknowledges the complexity of people and
relationships, the interrelationship of the three levels and
explains the value of developing Open Teams at the
heart of an integrated approach to business and
organisational development. Organisation silos can feel
like different countries, or even parallel worlds. Even in a
single organisation, people in separate divisions or
teams can talk a different language and have different
work cultures that they each find difficult to understand
and relate to. David Willcock’s Collaborating for Results
reframes organisation culture to bridge the divide,
develop working relationships that save time and money
and improve organisation performance.
The book provides a clear framework for managers to
improve the onboarding process. The authors have
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developed an easy to use model and process for
onboarding which maps out 6 dimensions which can be
used to design and implement a systematic
organizational process.
Demonstrates how to improve performance by helping
employees develop healthier self-images and establish
constructive working relationships
This book highlights the importance of stakeholder
relationship building to effective organisations using the
Relational Proximity® framework.
Business organizations the world over are increasingly
recognizing the potential of their human resources. Strategic
human resource management emerged out of the parent
discipline of human resource management emerged out of
the parent discipline of human resource management with the
aim of optimizing organization objectives. It emphasizes the
strategic importance of formulating HR objectives. It
emphasizes the strategic importance of formulating HR
objectives, strategies, and policies with a view to developing
the skills and abilities for the achievement of competitive
advantage. This book provides a comprehensive,
contemporary, and critical review of the key issues in
strategic human resource management in India. The focus is
on the reality of “people management” in large, global
companies. Establishing the effectiveness of strategic HRM
with respect to organizational performance, the authors
examine recent research as also provide case studies of
companies operating in the country.
What is the profile to excel and lead in an open innovation
environment, within and across organizational boundaries?
What are the organizational ingredients and ways contributing
to the creation of the right corporate open innovation
environment and culture, within and across organizational
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boundaries? What is the role of organizational culture as a
catalyst for adopting open innovation practices? What kinds
of educational and training curricula for open innovation need
to be developed and put in place? By unveiling the
peculiarities of the dynamic interplay between the individual
and organizational spectrums, this volume, seeks to provide
relevant answers to these questions, among others. Readers
are invited to embark on a fascinating and challenging
journey towards one of the darkest of sides and mysteries of
open innovation: the human element. Open Innovation:
Unveiling the Power of the Human Element brings together
the latest thinking from members of the academic community,
industry leaders and practitioners, along with, policy-makers.
By adopting a variety of research methods, this volume
provides relevant up-to-speed but at the same time down-toearth invaluable insights, foresights and solutions in relation
to the role and the positioning of the human element within
the participatory and connection-driven DNA of the open
innovation paradigm.
Fully updated with important new theory and practical
material, this second edition of Learning Journals offers
guidance on keeping and using journals and gives step-bystep advice on integrating journal writing on taught courses,
in training and professional development and in supporting
personal development planning (PDP) activities. Key topics
covered include: the nature of learning journals and how we
learn from them the broad range of uses of learning journals,
including portfolios and personal and professional
development the depth and quality of reflection in learning
journals the assessment of learning journals and reflective
writing the use of narrative and story-telling techniques in
journals. With useful exercises and activities that enhance
learning journal work in a structured manner, Learning
Journals is invaluable reading for teachers and students in
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higher education, for all professionals, particularly those
working in the health services and business and training and
for all those who want to learn more about keeping a fulfilling
personal journal.
What happens to you, your team, even your entire
organization when the business environment becomes more
volatile and challenging? Have you noticed how some leaders
continue to achieve breakthrough results under even the
most difficult of circumstances while others’ relationships
break down, creating even more turmoil? Which of these
leaders do you choose to be? In "From Breakdown to
Breakthrough", leading change consultant, Michael Papanek,
draws on his experience, insights, and research with top
executives to shine a spotlight on how anyone---even those
whose business relationships have suffered in the heat of
change in the past---can establish the resilient relationships
required for a long-term track record of business success.
From his early days working during the General
Motors---Electronic Data Systems merger in Detroit, to
launching his own consultancy in San Francisco just as the
U.S. economy reached its nadir, author Michael Papanek
learned first-hand why it is vital to ensure all business
relationships are Strong, Flexible, and Fair. Weaving this
knowledge into a model applied successfully by his clients
within leading organizations including Apple, Google, and
Yahoo!, Papanek now offers this proven approach to any
business professional wondering how to rise above the
vicious cycle of relationship breakdown that many of us find
ourselves in---especially during times of incessant change.
The history of every company is always about key
relationships that either led to long-term success, or
breakdown. Some leaders seem naturally adept at riding what
Papanek calls “The Heat Curve,” emerging from volatile
times with their relationships not just in tact, but enhanced.
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From Breakdown to Breakthrough shows how you can
achieve that not just for yourself, but for everyone you work
with.
The Politics of Authentic Engagement: Perspectives,
Strategies and Tools for Student Success provides practical
approaches for leaders in a variety of roles to address the
changing landscape of schooling, build dynamic relationships
in support of schools, help parents/families support their
children’s achievement and create a culture of engagement.
Strategies described in this book teach how to serve as a
listener, teacher, leader facilitator, and initiator in engaging
others within professional settings to do meaningful work that
benefits students. It's companion book, Authentic
Engagement: Perspectives, Strategies, and Tools for Student
Success supports leaders in helping others learn to engage
by providing handout, overheads, instructions, and other
prompts to use in workshop settings.
As with previous editions, the book is written in a logical and
very practical style, supported by eleven real life case studies,
reflecting the latest developments from leading exponents of
TQM and Business excellence. Seven of the cases are brand
new. Through all this, the author demonstrates how a total
quality or business excellence strategy can be applied in all
activities to achieve world-class performance.

Watch your most innovative ideas take flight by
overcoming the forces that resist change The Human
Element is for anyone who wants to introduce a new idea
or innovation into the world. Most marketers, innovators,
executives, activists, or anyone else in the business of
creating change, operate on a deep assumption. It is the
belief that the best (and perhaps only) way to convince
people to embrace a new idea is to heighten the appeal
of the idea itself. We instinctively believe that if we add
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enough value, people will eventually say "yes." This
reflex leads us down a path of adding features and
benefits to our ideas or increasing the sizzle of our
messaging - all in the hope of getting others on board.
We call this instinct the "Fuel-based mindset." The Fuelbased mindset explains so much of what we do, from
adding countless trivial features to software, to bolting a
sixth blade onto a shaving razor. By focusing on Fuel,
innovators neglect the other half of the equation – the
psychological Frictions that oppose change. Frictions
create drag on innovation. And though they are rarely
considered, overcoming these Frictions is essential for
bringing new ideas into the world. The Human Element
highlights the four Frictions that operate against
innovation. Readers will discover: Why their best ideas
and initiatives often get rejected – despite their
undeniable value How to disarm the forces of resistance
that act against change How to transform the very
Frictions that hold us back into catalysts for change
Perfect for business leaders, product managers,
educators, and anyone else who seeks to bring new and
exciting ideas to life, The Human Element is an
indispensable resource to help people overcome the
powerful forces of human nature that instinctively resist
change.
Getting things done in today’s workplace is hard work.
Employees become exhausted, frustrated, and
sometimes entirely disenchanted–and often, they are
tempted to simply give up. But the research conducted
by Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner over the last two
decades clearly shows that successful leaders find ways
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to combat these negative feelings by encouraging the
hearts of their team members. This workbook, based on
the model presented in the bestselling book Encouraging
the Heart, guides readers through seven essentials of
encouraging the heart: set clear standards, expect the
best, pay attention, personalize recognition, tell the story,
celebrate together, and set the example. The authors
also provide a 21-question self-assessment to help
leaders determine how they are doing and where they
should focus their development efforts.
Collaboration is often viewed as a one-time or projectoriented activity. An increasing challenge is to help
organizations incorporate collaborative values and
practices in their everyday ways of working. In Creating a
Culture of Collaboration, an international group of
practitioners and researchers–from Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Chile, New Zealand, Northern Ireland, United
Kingdom, and the United States–provide proven
approaches to creating a culture of collaboration within
and among groups, organizations, communities, and
societies.
The human element is the principle cause of incidents
and accidents in all technology industries; hence it is
evident that an understanding of the interaction between
humans and technology is crucial to the effective
management of risk. Despite this, no tested model that
explicitly and quantitatively includes the human element
in risk prediction is currently available. Managing Risk:
the Human Element combines descriptive and
explanatory text with theoretical and mathematical
analysis, offering important new concepts that can be
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used to improve the management of risk, trend analysis
and prediction, and hence affect the accident rate in
technological industries. It uses examples of major
accidents to identify common causal factors, or
“echoes”, and argues that the use of specific experience
parameters for each particular industry is vital to
achieving a minimum error rate as defined by
mathematical prediction. New ideas for the perception,
calculation and prediction of risk are introduced, and
safety management is covered in depth, including for
rare events and “unknown” outcomes Discusses
applications to multiple industries including nuclear,
aviation, medical, shipping, chemical, industrial, railway,
offshore oil and gas; Shows consistency between
learning for large systems and technologies with the
psychological models of learning from error correction at
the personal level; Offers the expertise of key leading
industry figures involved in safety work in the civil
aviation and nuclear engineering industries; Incorporates
numerous fascinating case studies of key technological
accidents. Managing Risk: the Human Element is an
essential read for professional safety experts, human
reliability experts and engineers in all technological
industries, as well as risk analysts, corporate managers
and statistical analysts. It is also of interest to professors,
researchers and postgraduate students of reliability and
safety engineering, and to experts in human
performance. “...congratulations on what appears to be,
at a high level of review, a significant contribution to the
literature...I have found much to be admired in (your)
research” Mr. Joseph Fragola – Vice President of
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Valador Inc. “The book is not only technically
informative, but also attractive to all concerned readers
and easy to be comprehended at various level of
educational background. It is truly an excellent book ever
written for the safety risk managers and analysis
professionals in the engineering community, especially in
the high reliability organizations...” Dr Feng Hsu, Head
of Risk Assessment and Management, NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center “I admire your courage in
confronting your theoretical ideas with such diverse,
ecologically valid data, and your success in capturing a
major trend in them....I should add that I find all this quite
inspiring . ...The idea that you need to find the right
measure of accumulated experience and not just
routinely used calendar time makes so much sense that
it comes as a shock to realize that this is a new idea”,
Professor Stellan Ohlsson, Professor of Psychology,
University of Illinois at Chicago
The world's most infamous hacker offers an insider's
view of the low-tech threats to high-tech security Kevin
Mitnick's exploits as a cyber-desperado and fugitive form
one of the most exhaustive FBI manhunts in history and
have spawned dozens of articles, books, films, and
documentaries. Since his release from federal prison, in
1998, Mitnick has turned his life around and established
himself as one of the most sought-after computer
security experts worldwide. Now, in The Art of
Deception, the world's most notorious hacker gives new
meaning to the old adage, "It takes a thief to catch a
thief." Focusing on the human factors involved with
information security, Mitnick explains why all the firewalls
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and encryption protocols in the world will never be
enough to stop a savvy grifter intent on rifling a corporate
database or an irate employee determined to crash a
system. With the help of many fascinating true stories of
successful attacks on business and government, he
illustrates just how susceptible even the most lockeddown information systems are to a slick con artist
impersonating an IRS agent. Narrating from the points of
view of both the attacker and the victims, he explains
why each attack was so successful and how it could
have been prevented in an engaging and highly readable
style reminiscent of a true-crime novel. And, perhaps
most importantly, Mitnick offers advice for preventing
these types of social engineering hacks through security
protocols, training programs, and manuals that address
the human element of security.
The Psychology of Work integrates psychological theory
with personal narrative from global industry leaders, as
well as those entering the workforce, to offer tangible
insights into the real world of work. It is ideal for
students, professionals and anyone with an interest in
how successful organizations operate. It charts the
development of the field of organizational psychology
and provides the key theoretical frameworks. Crucially, it
explores how these can be utilised to enhance
organizational culture, and why this is so relevant and
important in the modern workplace. Through the
inclusion of interviews with students, The Psychology of
Work reveals what the future workforce expect of the
organizations that they are going in to and encourages
students reading the book to reflect on what kind of
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leaders they would like to be. The book is also a valuable
resource to support professionals and practitioners,
highlighting current working practices and the need for
change, offering practical guidance on how to bring the
'humane' back into organizational life.
Some leaders believe that compassion and mercy have
no place in successful business. For others, the case for
mercy and compassion sounds good, but they aren’t
convinced it’s sustainable in a business climate focused
on survival and the bottom line. Lead with Mercy will
convince you of the power of mercy in individual and
organizational leadership. This is not a theoretical
argument: it is a discussion of provable measurable
results and positive return on investment. You’ll learn
how to earn the right to lead, what it means to be
accountable while giving responsibility to others, and
how to provide your colleagues with a clear vision of
compassion, innovation, and success. The principles of
leading with mercy are supported by citations from
experts in leadership, business, and psychology. You
can learn to lead from the heart while growing a
successful, profitable business—are you ready to lead the
way to positive change? “This book is an invaluable
guide to being a more flexible leader capable of leading
the most complex organization in volatile times. Prepare
to be challenged and inspired.” –Andrew Neitlich,
Founder and Director, Center for Executive Coaching
Self-Balancing is not just a tweak or change to assembly
line balancing, but a completely transformed method for
achieving continuous flow. Among the reasons you
should try Self-Balancing is that you can expect a
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productivity improvement of at least 30 percent with
improvements of 50-60 percent quite common.Using a
well-tested method for successful

The notion of "Quality" in business performance has
exploded since the publication of the first edition of
this classic text in 1989. Today there is a plethora of
performance improvement frameworks including
Baldrige, EFQM, Lean, Six Sigma and ISO 9001,
offering a potentially confusing variety of ways to
achieve business excellence. Quality guru John
Oakland’s famous TQM model, in many ways a
precursor to these frameworks, has evolved to
become the ultimate holistic overview of
performance improvement strategy. Incorporating
the frameworks that succeeded it, the revised model
redefines Quality by: Accelerating change Reducing
cost Protecting reputation Oakland’s popular,
practical, jargon-free style, along with ten case
studies eight of which are brand new, effortlessly ties
the model to its real-life applications, making it easy
to understand how to apply what you’ve learned to
your practices and a achieve sustainable competitive
advantage. Total Quality Management and
Operational Excellence: Text with Cases (Fourth
Edition) is supplemented for the first time with a suite
of online teaching aids for busy tutors. This exciting
update of a classic text is perfect for all students
studying for professional qualifications in the
management of quality, or those studying science,
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engineering or business and management who need
to understand the part TQM may play in their
subjects.
Your Inner Mammal takes on anxiety, anger and
depression -- the major emotional maladies that
afflict us in the cold, impersonal and threatening
modern world. To do that, Dr. Neff builds on the
concept of “your inner child.” That concept has
served us well in mental health for many years. If
you are still a child – and a lucky one -- someone
else may meet your emotional needs. But not if you
are an adult. Your lover doesn’t want to love you as
a needy child. They want – and need – a competent
adult. In short, the inner child concept tells you to
attend to your own emotional needs. Your Inner
Mammal tells you a lot more. It tells you what those
needs are. And it provides chapter after chapter of
tools to meet those needs – including chapters
entitled, ” The Importance of Being Calm,” “Your
Angry Mammal,” “Your Inner Playmate,” “ Your
Inner Dancer, ” “Getting In Touch,” and “You Are
Part of Nature – Embrace It. ”
"The second edition of Creative Effective Groups
provides an introduction to the study of small group
communication, including the areas of group
decision making, group problem solving, group
dynamics, leadership, and team building. This
practical book gives students the fundamental
knowledge and skills necessary to communicate
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more effectively and interact more productively in the
small group setting. This updated edition of Creating
Effective Groups contains new sections on reducing
speaking anxiety, increasing intercultural
understanding - including the S.O.A.R. technique for
intercultural awareness - and more. The book also
presents new end-of-chapter exercises."--BOOK
JACKET.
Learn to identify the social engineer by non-verbal
behavior Unmasking the Social Engineer: The
Human Element of Security focuses on combining
the science of understanding non-verbal
communications with the knowledge of how social
engineers, scam artists and con men use these skills
to build feelings of trust and rapport in their targets.
The author helps readers understand how to identify
and detect social engineers and scammers by
analyzing their non-verbal behavior. Unmasking the
Social Engineer shows how attacks work, explains
nonverbal communications, and demonstrates with
visuals the connection of non-verbal behavior to
social engineering and scamming. Clearly combines
both the practical and technical aspects of social
engineering security Reveals the various dirty tricks
that scammers use Pinpoints what to look for on the
nonverbal side to detect the social engineer Sharing
proven scientific methodology for reading,
understanding, and deciphering non-verbal
communications, Unmasking the Social Engineer
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arms readers with the knowledge needed to help
protect their organizations.
Accounting and Financial Management:
developments in the international hospitality industry
presents new and innovative research and
developments in the field of accounting and financial
management as it relates to the work of managing
enterprises and organisations in the international
hospitality industry. The content contains
contributions from a rich source of international
researchers, academics and practitioners including,
university and college lecturers, professional
accountants and consultants and senior managers
involved in a wide range of teaching, scholarship,
research, and consultancy in the hospitality industry
worldwide. The material is drawn from their work and
experience and relates directly to the management
of hospitality undertakings. Therefore the up to date
case studies and examples used are taken from a
wide ranging of companies across the industry
including large international chains such as
Sheraton, Holiday Inn, and Intercontinental. Divided
into three parts: Performance Management,
Information Management and Asset Management
the book tackles the following issues amongst
others: * Performance management in the
international hospitality industry * Benchmarking:
measuring financial success * The profit planning
framework * Making room rate pricing decisions *
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Hotel asset management UK and US perspectives *
Lowering risk to enhance hospitality firm value
Accounting and Financial Management:
developments in the international hospitality industry
presents current developments drawn from a
combination of live fieldwork and practical
experience and therefore will content will appeal to a
wide-ranging readership including practising
managers and financial controllers in hospitality
organisations, professional accountants and
consultants, postgraduate candidates studying for
master's degrees in hospitality management, and
final year undergraduate students of hospitality
management who elect to take an accounting option.
The NTL Handbook of Organization Development
and Change, Second Edition The NTL Handbook of
Organization Development and Change is a vital tool
for anyone who wants to know how to effectively
bring about meaningful and sustainable change in
organizations—even in the state of turbulence and
complexity that today’s organizations encounter.
Featuring contributions from leading practitioners
and scholars in the field, each chapter explores a
key aspect of organization development. In this new
edition, each of the 34 chapters has been revised in
response to recommendations from the contributors
and NTL members. “These 34 chapters articulate
exactly what grounds organization development!
Issues and perspectives involving training, groups,
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practice, and the global world are current and
thought provoking.” —Therese F. Yaeger Ph.D.,
professor, OB/OD Department, College of Business,
Benedictine University “There is no other source that
offers such a rich array of the most current and
future-thinking topics from so many leaders in the
field.” —Robert Gass, Ed.D., co-founder, Rockwood
Leadership Institute “The editors accomplish the
difficult task of including theory, concept, and
method that will appeal to the academic community
as well as those who are focused on being an
effective practitioner.” —John D. Carter, Ph.D.,
president, Gestalt OSD Center
Direct Leadership is for the leader who wants to
excel in the day-to-day leadership of his/her team.
The book spells out exactly what you need to deliver
when you're entrusted with leading people. Further, it
sensitises you to the easy-to-implement 3-step
method of catching the leadership opportunities,
relating them to the relevant area of responsibility
and taking action with clarity so that your intentions
are understood. If you follow the Direct Leadership
approach in your day-to-day leadership, you'll soon
be recognised as a committed, hands-on leader who
gives your staff the guidance they need to be
engaged and efficient. Direct Leadership is the
method that will translate all the social skills and
leadership competences that you already possess
into actions that make immediate sense for your
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employees. Moreover, the key notion of leadership
deliverables: - enables a pragmatic peer discussion
about how to tackle employee challenges - facilitates
an unbiased succession-planning - is well-suited for
specific challenges, such as distance- and/or agile
leadership The chapters are logically organised.
After an introductory opening, Chapters 2 thru 14
explain the 7 roles and 4 styles and how they
combine into an operational matrix model. Chapters
15 thru 20 tell how the Direct Leadership model
applies to specific challenges such as the
introduction of new leaders, distance leadership,
project leadership, stress, etc. Finally, the book ends
with an appendix that explains how Direct
Leadership sets itself apart from other contemporary
theories and leadership models. Direct Leadership
has successfully been applied across cultures and in
a variety of leadership situations such as team
leadership, project management, line management,
leadership of leaders, agile leadership etc. More
than 40.000 leaders worldwide have so far enjoyed
learning about Direct Leadership during training
programs conducted in both large international
corporations and smaller organi
Practical tactics to grow your willpower, stop
procrastination, focus like a laser, and achieve
whatever you set your mind to. Following through
and finishing what you start- more valuable skills
than you realize. They are a combination of traits
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that enables you to create the life you want - without
having to compromise or wait. The alternative is a
status quo that you’re stuck in. Is your life a series
of unfinished tasks and intentions? That stops now.
Finish What You Start is a unique deep dive into the
psychology and science of accomplishment,
productivity, and getting things done. It takes a
thorough look why we are sometimes stuck, and
gives detailed, step by step solutions you can start
using today. Every phase of finishing and following
through is covered, and even productivity pros will
be able to learn something new. Above all else, this
is a guide to understanding your brain and instincts
better for optimal results. Channel massive
productivity and mental toughness. Peter Hollins has
studied psychology and peak human performance
for over a dozen years and is a bestselling author.
He has worked with dozens of individuals to unlock
their potential and path towards success. His writing
draws on his academic, coaching, and research
experience. Resist distractions, de-motivation,
temptations, laziness, and excuses. •The surprising
motivations that push us past obstacles. •How daily
rules and a manifesto can help you achieve.
•Valuable and insightful mindsets to view
productivity from entirely new lights. Seize selfcontrol and finally accomplish your big and small
goals. •The science and tactics to beating
procrastination easily. •Focus and willpower pitfalls
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you are probably committing at this very moment.
•How to beat distractions, remain focused, stay on
task, and get to what matters - consistently.
Transform your life through productive habits and
avoiding mental traps.
Based on a wide range of consultations with maritime
organisations, the guide was produced by organisational
psychologists gs partnership ltd, for consortium partners
UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency, BP Shipping,
Teekay Marine Services, and the Standard P&I Club.
Aimed at everyone in the shipping industry, the Guide
explains the fundamental aspects of human behaviour,
which together constitute what the commercial maritime
sector calls 'the human element'. It makes clear that the
human element is neither peripheral nor optional in the
pursuit of a profitable and safe shipping industry. The
Guide clearly shows that managing the human element
must take place simultaneously at all levels of the
industry. Analysis of continuing shipping disasters has
increasingly implicated the human element. The loss of
life, the impact on company profits and credibility, and
the vast environmental damage that can result from the
loss of even a single vessel remain clear. The Guide
offers insight, explanation and advice to help manage the
human element more effectively, more safely and more
profitably.
One of the world's most esteemed and influential
psychologists, Roy F. Baumeister, teams with New York
Times science writer John Tierney to reveal the secrets
of self-control and how to master it. "Deep and
provocative analysis of people's battle with temptation
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and masterful insights into understanding willpower: why
we have it, why we don't, and how to build it. A terrific
read." —Ravi Dhar, Yale School of Management, Director
of Center for Customer Insights Pioneering research
psychologist Roy F. Baumeister collaborates with New
York Times science writer John Tierney to revolutionize
our understanding of the most coveted human virtue: selfcontrol. Drawing on cutting-edge research and the
wisdom of real-life experts, Willpower shares lessons on
how to focus our strength, resist temptation, and redirect
our lives. It shows readers how to be realistic when
setting goals, monitor their progress, and how to keep
faith when they falter. By blending practical wisdom with
the best of recent research science, Willpower makes it
clear that whatever we seek—from happiness to good
health to financial security—we won’t reach our goals
without first learning to harness self-control.
Getting things done in today's workplace is hard work.
The climb to the top is demanding and long. Employees
become exhausted, frustrated, and sometime entirely
disenchanted. Often, they are tempted to simply give up.
It's clear from the research conducted by Jim Kouzes
and Barry Posner over the last two decades that
successful leaders find ways to combat these negative
feelings by encouraging the hearts of their team
members. They inspire others with courage and hope.
This hands-on workbook helps leaders to do just that,
whether in the workshop environment or on their own.
Delving deep into the behaviors that make up this
important practice, readers will gain a better
understanding of how they can recognize contributions
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and celebrate the values and victories. The workbook
guides readers through 7 essentials of encouraging the
heart: set clear standards, expect the best, pay attention,
personalize recognition, tell the story, celebrate together,
and set the example. The 21-question self-assessment
Encouragement Index is now sold seperately..
W. Edwards Deming was a moral philosopher, prophet,
and sage with profound insights into the management of
organizations and the art of leadership and living. He
also was a composer of liturgical music, a singer, and a
musician. Edward Martin Baker, one of Demings most
valued associates, shares his deep understanding of
Demings System of Profound Knowledge, a set of
theories and philosophies that helped reshape the
management practices of many large multinational
corporations. This included bringing organizations to
economic health and individuals to spiritual and
psychological health by attaining dignity and joy in work.
Baker provides an accurate depiction of the philosophy
as a musical score: first movement: theory of knowledge
second movement: appreciation for a system third
movement: knowledge about variation fourth movement:
knowledge of psychology Baker shows how the system
can be viewed as a mapa mental representation of the
territory that managers and others must navigate as they
play their various roles. The Symphony of Profound
Knowledge and what Deming taught contradicts whats
learned in school and in the management of
organizations. His teachings encourage the reevaluation
of what is seen as fact. It provides a thorough
understanding of the Deming philosophy and how to
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apply those concepts to life.
Offering new perspectives for a spiritual approach to
work, each of the contributors to this innovative resource
is a business leader, teacher, speaker, or writer on the
topic of workplace spirituality.
The coauthor of "How to Make Meetings Work" offers
five time-tested principles for making collaborative efforts
more effective, efficient, and even enjoyable.
Leading Self is about inner leadership and how all of us
contribute in the leading process. The book
demonstrates how current knowledge of human
functioning can be applied in the leading of teams and
organizations. A primary purpose is to inspire leaders
and collaborators in their professional and personal
development.
Professional coaches and trainers, specialist consultants
and coaching managers, and HR professionals.
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